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The knowledge of eletron and hole g-fators, their ontrol and engineering are key for the usage of

the spin degree of freedom for information proessing in solid state systems. The eletroni g-fator

will be materials dependent, the e�et being larger for materials with large spin-orbit oupling. Sine

eletrons an be individually trapped into quantum dots in a ontrollable manner, they may represent

a good platform for the implementation of quantum information proessing devies. Here we use

self-assembled quantum dots of InAs embedded in GaAs for the g-fator ontrol and engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

The presription for a quantum omputer implemen-

tation proposed by DiVinenzo [1℄ onsists of a series of

stringent requirements that have neessarily to be ful-

�lled. In partiular, the optimum onditions for a fun-

tional qu-bit, the basi unit for the representation of the

information in its quantum form, an only be found in

very few systems, most spei�ally those whih allows

one to address, operate and assess the seleted quantum

degree of freedom. The apability of storing eletrons,

one by one in a preditable and ontrollable manner [2℄,

makes self-assembled quantum dots (QDs) a promising

andidate for the use of the spin degree of freedom of

trapped eletrons as a qu-bit. It has been shown that

one an harge arrays of 1� 108 QDs with one eletron

in a reproduible way, presenting also robustness against

thermal yling [3℄. In order to produe suh systems, one

needs to have an extremely uniform array of QDs, where

the inhomogeneous line broadening due to the size distri-

bution is a smaller e�et when ompared to the Coulomb

harging energy.

Knowledge of the g-fator is paramount for any ap-

pliation that requires the ontrol of the spin degree of

freedom of eletrons and holes. Therefore, to suessfully

implement spintronis into semiondutor heterostru-

tures, one has to ahieve g-fator assessment, ontrol,

and engineering. Traditionally, g-fators are measured

via eletron-spin resonane (ESR) tehniques [4℄, from

whih the g-fator as well as the dephasing and relax-

ation times an be preisely evaluated. The di�ulty in

applying ESR tehnique to ensembles of QDs lies on the

smallest number of spins that an be measured, whih

hovers around 1012 spins for the lowest detetion limit.

Nonetheless, using a variety of optial tehniques, g-

fators in quantum dots [5, 6, 7℄ have been evaluated.

In lithographially de�ned QDs [8℄ as well as in self-

assembled quantum dots [3℄, and in metalli nanopar-

tiles [9℄ one an assess the g-fator by using transport

spetrosopy experiments. Transport spetrosopy is a

powerful tehnique that allows the assessment of the spin

�
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properties of a very small number of eletrons [10℄.

The ontrol of the eletroni g-fator has been demon-

strated reently in paraboli quantum wells, whereby ap-

plying an eletri �eld one an move the eletron and hole

wavefuntions in and out of di�erent g-fator materials

[11, 12℄. By tailoring the omposition pro�le of a given

rystal, it is possible to engineer strutures with di�er-

ent g-fators in a similar way that band-gap engineering

has been implemented [13℄. This has important onse-

quenes for optoeletroni devies that make use of the

spin degree of freedom in hypothetial quantum networks

[14℄.

The purpose of this work is to assess the magnitude

of the g-fator of eletrons trapped in the ground state

of InAs self-assembled quantum dots using apaitane

spetrosopy, the external ontrol of the g-fator, and

the demonstration of g-fator engineering in QDs.

II. SAMPLE GROWTH AND PROCESSING

The samples were grown by Moleular Beam Epitaxy,

and onsisted of an undoped 1 �m thik GaAs bu�er

layer grown at 600

o
C, followed by a bak ontat, Si

doped nominally to 1� 1018 m�3
and 80 nm thik. The

temperature was then lowered to 530

o
C, and an un-

doped 25 nm thik GaAs tunneling barrier layer thik-

ness (tb) was grown, above whih the InAs QD layer was

nuleated. During the InAs deposition the substrate was

not rotated resulting in a varying overage throughout

the wafer, therefore produing a wealth of slightly dif-

ferent onditions in a single run. For sample A, the

amount of InAs deposited was about 1.9 ML, su�ient to

form 1� 2� 1010 m�2
QDs. The struture was apped

with a 150 nm thik undoped GaAs layer (ti). For the

other samples (B and C), a so-alled strain reduing layer

(SRL) [15℄ In0:2Ga0:8As 30 Å thik was deposited over

the QD layer. In a similar fashion the wafer had a spa-

tially varying omposition and thikness for the SRL. Fi-

nally, a ontrol sample (sample D) was grown exatly

like sample A, with the only di�erene being the way the

InAs layer was deposited. In this ase, alternate beam

epitaxy was utilized during the InAs QD layer, alternat-

ing the As and In �uxes during the deposition proess at

0.1 ML intervals. The photoluminesene spetra of all
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Figure 1: Sample struture for apaitane spetrosopy and

g-fator assessment; (a) 1 �m � 1�m AFM image on unapped

InAs QDs; (b) XTEM image of a buried QD; () sample stru-

ture; and (d) band diagram.

samples were measured and exhibited narrow lines (� 40

meV for the ground state transition) and shell struture

up to 4 disrete levels of the trapped arriers.

Figure 1a shows a 1 �m � 1 �m Atomi Fore Mi-

rosopy (AFM) image of an unapped sample, and �gure

1b a Cross Setional Transmission Eletron Mirosopy

(XTEM) image of a buried QD. Figure 1 shows the sam-

ple struture, ontaining the doped bak ontats, the

tunneling barrier tb, the QD layer, the SRL (samples B

and C only), apping layer and metal Shottky ontat.

Finally, �gure 1d shows the struture band diagram.

The Shottky diodes were proessed over di�erent por-

tions of the wafers, using standard lithography with Au-

GeNi ohmi bak ontats and 1 mm diameter Cr top

Shottky gates.

III. G-FACTOR ASSESSMENT

Insofar as spintronis appliations are onerned, a key

parameter for spin manipulation is the g-fator. The g-

fator of a QD determines the radio frequeny at whih

the spin of the eletron trapped in the dots would re-

spond for a given stati magneti �eld. The eletron

g-fator was evaluated using apaitane spetrosopy,

whih provides diret information on the QD density of

states (DOS).

The apaitane experiments were performed in a 15

T magnet at 2.2 K with lok-in ampli�ers at frequenies

ranging from 1 kHz to 10 kHz, and an a amplitude of 4

mVrms superimposed on a varying d bias. The magneti

�eld was oriented parallel to the growth diretion [001℄,

unless otherwise notied. The signal/noise ratio for these

experiments was always above 10

5
.

The ontribution of the struture geometry in the mea-

sured apaitane an be easily determined. By solving

the Poisson equation for this struture within the deple-

tion approximation, and negleting the ontribution of

the QDs, we have:

C (V )=
�0�rA

2ttot�

q

t2tot�
2�0�r
qN D

(�B � V )

; (1)

with ttot as the struture total thikness, �0 and �r the di-

eletri onstant and relative permissivity of vauum and

medium, A the sample area, q the eletroni harge, N D

the bak ontat doping onentration, �B the Shottky

barrier height, and V the applied bias. This equation

takes into aount depletion region e�ets in the bak

ontat, whih an be negleted if the doping level is

very high. All the apaitane traes for high reverse bi-

ases were adjusted in order to obtain the sample area

and the doping onentration. The Shottky barrier

height was obtained from the �at band voltage as well

as from urrent-voltage harateristis obtained for sim-

ilar devies. The doping levels and sample area agreed

to within 5% of the nominal and measured values. In

the approximation of metalli ontats, the relation for

the variation of the hemial potential inside the QDs is

� � = tb� V=ttot, with the ratio tb=ttot as the lever arm

ratio. If one inludes the depletion region e�ets on the

bak ontat, � � is given by:

� � =

tb + ttot�

q

t2tot�
2�0�r
qN D

(�B � V )

2ttot�

q

t2tot�
2�0�r
qN D

(�B � V )

� V: (2)

It is important to note that this apparently small or-

retion will produe signi�ant errors if the values for the

doping levels as determined by the �ts of the apaitane

data to equation (1) are not used.

It has been demonstrated that InAs QDs an be mod-

eled quite aurately utilizing a lateral paraboli on�ne-

ment approximation [16℄, for whih the eigen-energies are

known as a funtion of an external magneti �eld [17℄. In-

luding the e�et of the applied bias, the Coulomb harge

interation between arriers sequentially added to the QD

ensemble, and the Zeeman splitting, the energies of states

with one and two eletrons in the s shell are [2℄:

E s1(B )= E z + ~

r

!2
0
+
!2c

4
�
jgj�B

2
� �1 (3)

and

E s2(B )= 2E z + 2~

r

!2
0
+
!2c

4
+ E C B � 2�2; (4)

where E z is the vertial on�ning potential, ~!0 the

lateral on�ning potential harateristi energy, !c the
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Figure 2: Capaitane spetra for sample A. (a) Spetrum ob-

tained at B = 0; the s and p shells an be ompletely loaded

before the wetting layer level. (b) QD density of states (DOS)

dependene on the magneti �eld, with the graysale repre-

senting 0 (blak) and 10
11

m

�2
eV

�1
(white) for eah of the

on�ned levels. In blak, superimposed on the experimen-

tal data, the omplete dependene for the s1,2, p

�
,

+
and d

�

states assuming a lateral paraboli on�ning potential (Fok-

Darwin states).

ylotron frequeny, jgj the g-fator modulus, � the

Bohr's magneton, B the magneti �eld intensity, E C B

the Coulomb harging energy for the two eletrons in the

QD ground state, and �1 (�2) the QD hemial poten-

tial at whih the �rst (seond) eletron tunnel into the

ground state. One an relate �1 and �2 with the applied

bias through equation (2).

For the other shells one an easily expand the above ex-

pressions utilizing the Fok-Darwin eigen-energies. Fig-

ure 2 shows apaitane spetra with the bakground re-

moved after �tting the CV harateristis at large reverse

bias with equation (1) for sample A. Figure 2a shows the

apaitane spetrum at zero magneti �eld. Figure 2b

shows a graysale map of the DOS dependene on the

magneti �eld, where white means maximal density of

states (about 1� 1011 m

�2
eV

�1
) and blak zero. The

alulated eletroni spetra dependene on the applied

magneti �eld given by equation (3) and its extensions to

higher angular momentum states (p

+
, p

�
, d) are shown.

WL denotes the wetting layer level with its orresponding

diamagneti shift.

The voltage at whih the �rst eletron will tunnel into

Figure 3: (a) s1 and s2 peak dependene on the magneti �eld

for B = 0, 7.5 and 15 T. The shifts an be easily seen. (b)

Dependene on the magneti �eld of the s1-s2 peak spaing

exluding the Coulomb harging energy ontribution [equa-

tion (5)℄. The di�erent symbols refer to samples A and D,

grown without the strain reduing layer (SRL). The thermal

energy kT is also shown, whih sets the magneti �eld sale

for the spin splitting to be observed with apaitane spe-

trosopy.

the QDs an be found by E 0 = E s1, E 0 (E s1) being

the total energy of the system with no (one) eletrons.

For simpliity, we an make E 0 = 0. The voltage for

the seond eletron tunneling event an be found in a

similar fashion by equating E s1 to E s2. From equations

(3) and (4) and the above onditions, by measuring the

voltage di�erene from one to two eletrons and utilizing

equation (2), we have:

� � = �2 � �1 = E C B + jgj�B : (5)

From the dependene of � � on the magneti �eld, one

an therefore obtain the g-fator modulus. Figure 3a

shows the DOS for s1 and s2 for 0, 7.5 T and 15 T for

sample A. The peak spaing is equal to E C B for B = 0.

Figure 3b the spin splitting dependene on the magneti

�eld, obtained from � �� E C B for several �elds and sam-

ples A and D. The g-fator modulus an be found from

the slopes of those urves and were jgj= 1:53� 0:03 and

1:50� 0:04 for samples A and D.

At low magneti �elds one an observe that the lin-

ear dependene for the spin splitting disappears. This is

a onsequene of the thermal energy being roughly the

same as the spin-splitting energy for these low magneti

�elds (i.e, jgj�B =kT < 1). For low �elds, apaitane

spetrosopy probes quantum levels that an be ou-

pied by either spin orientation. For jgj�B =kT > 1, the

spin of the eletrons in the QDs beomes polarized and

onsequently a linear relationship follows.
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Sample E 0 (eV)/ � (meV) ~!0 (meV) E C B (meV) g [001℄

A 1.039/41.7 44 � 1 25 � 1 1.53 � 0.03

B 1.025/48.8 46 � 1 20 � 1 1.64 � 0.02

C 1.030/33.3 49 � 1 20 � 1 1.69 � 0.02

D 1.070/34.4 46 � 2 18 � 1 1.50 � 0.04

Table I: Summary of the main parameters for the samples

studied in this work. Photoluminesene peak energy E 0

and orresponding line width � , harateristi energy ~!0,

Coulomb blokade energy E C B and g-fator along the [001℄

diretion.

IV. G-FACTOR TUNING AND ENGINEERING

The basi priniple behind g-fator engineering and

ontrol lies on the ability of either tailoring the barriers

of a given quantum system with di�erent g-fator mate-

rials, and/or simultaneously swaying the wave funtion

in and out of the barriers. This omes about from the

fat that the e�etive g-fator of an eletron or hole is

geff =

Z

A

gA 	
�
	 dVA +

Z

B

gB 	
�
	 dVB ; (6)

with gA and gB the g-fators of the well material (A)

and barrier material (B). Therefore if one dereases the

wave funtion penetration inside a barrier the g-fator

will hange. This was experimentally demonstrated by

either applying an eletri �eld parallel to the growth di-

retion [11, 12℄ or a magneti �eld perpendiular to the

growth diretion [3℄. For our strutures, the signature of

a derease of the tail of bak ontat and QD wave fun-

tions (	 B C , 	 s;p;d) is a derease of the apaitive signal

of eletrons trapped in the s1 state on the magneti �eld

applied in the [110℄ diretion. As expeted, for stronger

magneti �elds the signal dereases (See Fig. 4a), in-

diating a ompression of the eletron wave funtions

	 s;p;d and 	 B C into the QD and bak ontat. Figure

4b shows the apaitane peak spaing exluding E C B

(� � � E C B ) as a funtion of the magneti �eld, exhibit-

ing the non-linear dependene of the spin-splitting and

hene the g-fator hange. The thermal energy is also

represented, indiating that for magneti �elds as high

as 6 T, the spin splitting is not learly visible. Therefore,

one an infer a g-fator smaller than 0.5, whih inreases

at stronger magneti �elds. This represents the squeezing

of the eletron wave funtion into QDs, thereby altering

its in-plane g-fator omponent.

Samples B and C were grown with di�erent apping

layers, whih aording to equation (6) should hange

the g-fator. Figure 5 and Table 1 summarizes the main

results of this paper. Figure 5a shows the graysale maps

for the level dispersion for all samples. The Fok-Darwin

levels an be seen quite easily. From the s states, the

Figure 4: (a) Capaitive signal of the eletrons trapped in

the s1 state measured at a frequeny of 5 kHz. Here, the

intensity of the signal is related to the hopping rate of the

eletrons between s1 and the bak ontat, whih is also pro-

portional to the wavefuntion 	 s1 extent into the GaAs bar-

rier. By applying a magneti �eld parallel to the barrier, one

an squeeze the wavefuntion inside the QDs. (b) non-linear

dependene of the spin-splitting, indiating g-fator ontrol

via a magneti �eld; the stronger the ompression, the larger

the g-fator (inset).

harateristi energies ~!0 and Coulomb Blokade E C B

an be extrated. Those will in�uene the g-fator, as

they are related to the extent of the wave funtion. The

Coulomb Energy an be evaluated in two ways: a) by

measuring the energy di�erene between states s1 and

s2, and b) from ~!0, the harateristi length of the

wave funtion l0 an be extrated as l0 =
p
~
2=m �!0,

and from that E C B ’ q2=(4��0�rl0). These two di�erent

approahes agreed within 5% for all samples but sample

D, supporting the paraboli on�ning potential assump-

tion. For sample D, a minor deviation of the paraboli

on�ning potential is observed, as the s-p-d level spa-

ing is di�erent from the values obtained independently

for eah level dispersion with the magneti �eld (Fok-
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Figure 5: (a) Capaitane spetra taken on samples A, C and

D, at 4.5 T, with the indiated 0D as well as 2D levels (Landau

level - LL); (b) orresponding graysale representation of the

DOS dependene on the magneti �eld, and () spin-splitting

of the s state re�eting g-fators di�ering in about 13% for

samples C and D.

Darwin states). The presene of the d state at zero mag-

neti �eld is a lear evidene of that. This re�ets a

larger size, and an be veri�ed as well by noting that the

Coulomb harging energies for sample A is larger than

for sample D. Nevertheless, the value for ~!0 is about

the same, meaning that although the islands are di�er-

ent, the trapping potential for the s state is the same.

From equation (5), the g-fator for all samples was

determined, as shown on Table 1. Samples A and D

exhibited the same g-fator, within the experimental un-

ertainties. This is an extremely important result, ev-

idening the reproduibility of the proedure for the

growth runs, sample proessing and measurement. In

addition, di�erenes in island shape were not su�ient

to hange the g-fator. In ontrast, the e�et of the SRL

on the eletroni properties and on the g-fator of sam-

ples B and C is quite signi�ant. The QD size does not

hange appreiably, upon ontrasting the energies ~!0

and Coulomb harging energies for all samples. The as-

soiation of the wetting layer with the SRL produing a

thiker quantum well will lower the energy for loading the

orresponding 2D levels. A struture revealing the load-

ing of the Landau levels assoiated with the quantum well

an be seen by the dark straight lines on the apaitane

spetra. This quantum well prevents the observation of

the d levels for both samples, as they were always reso-

nant with the 2D states and therefore not aessible in

this experiment. From the data presented here, one an

infer that the g-fator is onneted to the harateristis

of the quantum well, in aord with equation 6. The

g fator obtained for samples B and C is systematially

larger than for samples A and D (up to 13%). The di�er-

enes for the g-fator for samples B and C is about 5%,

whih is experimentally aessible, however the preise

details for the di�erenes in the quantum wells for the

two samples remain to be further investigated.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The g-fator ontrol and engineering proposed in this

work have an important impat in quantum information

proessing devies. It was demonstrated that apaitane

spetrosopy ould be used to measure g-fator of ele-

trons trapped in the ground state of quantum dots. The

s-state level of the QDs revealed a robust harater inso-

far as the g-fator was onerned - QDs engineered with

small shape di�erenes produed the same g-fator for

the eletrons on the s shell. This important result ad-

dresses the issue of inhomogeneous broadening of the size

distribution of quantum dots and g-fator �utuations -

it might not be as severe as one would antiipate. This

ontrasted with strutures with a apping strain reduing

layer (SRL), intended to modify the g-fator. By utilizing

SRL strutures as thin as 3 nm, up to a 13% di�erene

was engineered on the g-fator. A wider range of g-fators

an be engineered for QDs, by varying the alloy ompo-

sition and thikness of the SRL and/or adding materials

with di�erent g-fator sign (AlAs, for instane). The on-

trol of the g-fator by an external applied magneti �eld

is yet another handle to be explored. In summary, the

g-fator engineering and ontrol for single eletrons were

demonstrated and represent a key step for solid state

quantum information proessing devies based on QDs.
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